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Company: Norman Rourke Pryme | Certified B Corp™�

Location: London Area

Category: construction-and-extraction

NRP are currently seeking to recruit a highway designer to our highly regarded traffic and

transportation division. We are looking for a skilled and dynamic individual across a range of

experience levels. Opportunity: Norman Rourke Pryme (NRP) is looking to appoint a talented

highway designer to play a key role in our growing traffic and transportation business. The

role will primarily involve leading the development of preliminary and detailed designs,

supported by our existing team, providing technical expertise within the team and contributing

to the future growth of the business. NRP are currently engaged on a number of very high-

profile and challenging projects for key clients and there would be the opportunity to

become involved in these projects directly and play a pivotal role in their delivery.The

project work that NRP undertakes is varied, challenging and often high-profile due to the clients

that we work for in Central London and across the UK. This ensures that the successful

candidate will enjoy an interesting and satisfying work-life with many opportunities to

develop valuable skills and experience.This is an excellent chance to join an exciting and

growing business in which you can personally play a core role in the future development

and success. You will be provided with opportunities for internal and external training as part of

a programme of continuous professional development.Skills/ Qualifications:Engineer or

working towards chartership.good standard relevant degree, or a post graduate qualification

in Civil Engineering or a suitable level of professional experience to demonstrate

capability.good skill level and experience designing highways using AutoCAD, with

experience in signal junction design desirable drainage, SuDS raingardens and swales.good

level of professional work experience with Highway Authorities, with London experience
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highly desirable.working knowledge of highway standards, guidance and an understanding of

CDM regulations.written and spoken English.attention to detail.Desirable:With Civil3D to

support level design.In drainage, SuDS raingardens and swales. With other software

packages, i.e:KeyLine.or INFODRAINAGEManagementEngagementTo lead others and mentor

junior team members.An excellent benefits package will be offered to the successful applicant

which will include;SalaryHealthcarePensionand Developmentof Professional

Membershipfor a performance related bonus
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